
2022 Williamson Cup - Hole by Hole Notes - Belle Haven CC 
 

1 5 RPA left of and just beyond DZ. 
 

2 4 OB - boundary fence - all the way on left side. 
 

3 4 OB - boundary fence - first half of hole on left.  Deep gunch left and beyond the dog leg. 
 

4 5 OB - boundary fence - down entire left side of hole.  RPA - deep gunch - just off TA on right.  

RPA - lake - along right side becomes a creek and then YPA where if crosses fairway short of 

PG - RPA short and left of PG just across the cart path.  RPA - drainage ditch - along fence 

about 100 yds out from PG.   
 

5 4 OB - boundary fence - way, way left beyond trees and deep gunch. 
 

6 3 YPA - pond - short and left of PG.  Optional drop zone on the 110 yd teeing ground (note - not 

on the small member ball drop just short of the pond).  Collar left side of PG runs all the way 

down to edge of pond.  Ball can easily spin off PG or collar.  RPA beyond cart path and PG. 
 

7 4 YPA - pond - fronting TA.  RPA - pond - right of DZ.  RPA - marsh - short and right of PG. 
 

8 4 RPA - creek - far left of DZ near maintenance area.  OB - stockade fence - around the 

maintenance area way left at DZ. 
 

9 3 OB - boundary fence - up left side all the way.  RPA - marsh and gunch - right side well short 

of PG. 
 

10 3 RPA - marsh - long and right beyond PG. 
 

11 4 RPA - small pond/ditch - right side just forward of the TA. OB - tennis court fence and outer 

edge of tennis building - way, way left.  RPA - ditch - left of left cart path app. 50 yards short of 

PG. 
 

12 5 RPA - ditch -  right side of fairway at about 200 yds out from PG just across where road crosses 

fairway.  RPA - marsh - up almost entire left.  RPA continues around back of PG.  RPA - pond 

- right of PG. 
 

13 4 RPA - creek - left side of hole for app. 2/3 of the way. 
 

14 4 Play away. 
 

15 4 RPA - two drainage dishes in the gunch - left of hole all the way.  RPA - marsh/lake - beyond 

PG.  If not marked with red paint, delineation of the RPA boundary is where the rough cut 

meets the high grass. 
 

16 5 RPA - pond/marsh - entire left side. 
 

17 3 YPA - pond/marsh - between TA and PG.  There is no optional ball drop on this hole.  Plenty 

of places to drop on a straight line back. OB - boundary fence - well left of approach and PG. 
 

18 4 RPA short and left of DZ. 
 

Notes 
 

Turf fans are TIO's.  Gardens and landscaped areas have no special status. 

 


